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Although times are tough
Nothing is as bad as it seems.

In early 2012, the market is still affected by financial unrest, particularly in Europe.
It deters many companies from taking important decisions, including those
relating to corporate meeting policies. But there is a cause for optimism - these
circumstances have also meant that we in the industry, have the opportunity to
negotiate favorable deals with suppliers, and thus adapt to changes in a positive
way. At Hadler DMC, we look forward to lead you through these uncertain times.

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter!

News
Free complementary meeting activity!

Low on budget? Send your guests off to one of
Denmark's biggest and most popular tourist
attractions - Christiania. A "hippie paradise" build in
the early 70's, situated right in the middle of the city,
with an annual attendance of +500.000. Here's a
broad selection of alternative cultural experiences.

Contact us for further information

When choosing location - aim for the stars!

Inspiring surroundings are essential for succesful
meetings. In this sense we can definitely recommend
"The Round Tower". Centuries ago, university
astronomers studied the stars and planets from the
observatory at the top of the tower. Today it's open
for everyone, and installed with conference facilities. 

How to request "a meeting among the stars"

"The most trendy hotel in Denmark 2012".

Hadler DMC partner Hotel First Twentyseven received
this prestigious award voted by the users of
Tripadvisor. The hotel bar is built of ice, wich is one
among many examples of their ability to think in new
trends.

Contact us for a trendy stay in Denmark 
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Architecture With architecture as a theme.

There are a lot of options when it comes to
excursions in Denmark, but when a country's
modern architecture is at such a high
international level as in Denmark, architecture
is an obvious choice. Our proposal for a
successful trip with architecture as its theme,
could look like this:

With Metro to "Orestad station", rent
bikes with tour guide
See "VM bjerget" - Worlds Best Housing
2008
On bike to see "8tallet" (Picture 1)
With Metro to "Christianshavn" and then
a visit to The Danish-Jewish Museum
(Picture 2)
Walk down to "The Black Diamond" -
Royal Danish Library (Picture 3)
And finally, dinner at a selected
restaurant

Duration: About 4 hours.
Want us to arrange this trip? Please feel free
to send us an inquiry.

Did you know?
As many as 63% of all Copenhagen's hotel rooms hold an official eco-
certification, the highest percentage of any capital city? Copenhagen's
sustainable portfolio is so large that, today, it's easier to hold a
sustainable event than a non-sustainable one.
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